
SEND Review Feedback: Bristol, 
North Somerset, South Gloucestershire

There are lots of ideas in the SEND Review!
We held a workshop on the SEND Review with children and young

people and asked what they would like to get involved in...

Transfer file/support passports Local inclusion plans

List of specialist therapists National standards

SEND partnerships Preparation for
adulthood

Transitions to adult services EHCP process

"Very Needed"

"This is important so they will then
understand what we like"

"Pretty important"

"This is important so they will then
understand what we like" "Yes I would like to move

out and I will need help
with budgeting"

"Yes, please stop treating me like
a child"



Local offer Training for
teachers/SENCO’s

Local authority and
health training

Developing signposting
to other services

Setting/placement list Evaluating services

CQC/OFSTED framework
Young people
participation group

"Not accessible."

"Local or outside, I may not
want to study in Bristol"

There are lots of ideas in the SEND Review!
We held a workshop on the SEND Review with children and young

people and asked what they would like to get involved in...

EHCP engagement resources Collecting and sharing
good practice examples

"It’s a bit of paper to get the
right support" "I feel I can talk to them

(OTR) about anything
and they don’t judge me"



YP voted for their top 2
The Young People then starred their top 2 topics

Training for teachers/SENCO’s
Preparation for adulthood
Developing sign posting to other
services 
Transfer files/support passports 
Young People participation group

These are what they chose…



Transitions
We then discussed with the young people what
transitions are and how they make you feel. 

 
One young person commented ‘Depends,

sometimes good, sometimes bad’

Examples of transitions and how they made
young people feel...

Primary to
Secondary

School

"Primary – happier as there were more staff, secondary
– loud and lots of people, people barge past. I do now go
5 minutes early at lunchtime before it gets busy"

"Secondary I felt there was better communication"

"Happy"
"Excited"

Year 5 to
Year 6 

"Thumbs up, great"

Change of
schools 

"relief as the other school was not good for me"



Transitions

 "Transitions are when you move on. It's like a tadpole. It has its
tail and then it gets removed and then they turn into a frog."

 
"People came from the same school but I did not know anyone

or have any friends so I felt so anxious"
 

"I always manage to rip my timetable so for it to be laminated
would help"

Some quotes from young people...

Laminated timetable
and map were both
suggestions on how
to overcome the bad

visits before going to the new
setting
a guide with the teacher's names
and photographs
transition to start earlier
timetable could be laminated
being buddied up with someone
else starting the school or at the
school
a map showing where to go

The CYP contributed that the
following things would help
transition:



SEND Review Ideas
We informed young people that the SEND Review

had some ideas about how to make transitions better
and asked them if they felt they were good ideas…

Transfer files 
Personal passport
Reasonable adjustment guide
National standards for participation
Preparing for adulthood
Setting/placement list

All of these ideas got the thumbs up!

During workshops on the SEND Review, held in other parts of England,
young people have commented that the below list would also be helpful

so we asked the young people in this workshop if they agreed…

Virtual tour
Buddy Up
Meet Tutor
Student meet
Visits
Teachers 'all about me'
Support passports

Everyone agreed that these
were good ideas. 

"A friend early on would
have helped me, it’s hard to

make friends, it’s like a
railway track you have to
use expensive stuff and

build carefully"


